Note that we have a list of concepts related to this story. Concepts are generalized ideas which can be challenged and
stretched. We can do this by questioning the assumptions we make and thinking about alternative perspectives in order to
further shape and define our ideas. The sample questions we have listed will encourage dialogue about the story, but you
can also explore any of the concepts listed using the following question stems.
What is ….
What do you already know about…
Is it the same as….
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What would happen if…
How does… compare to ….
How did the story change your thinking?
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Concepts

Stone Soup

Being a fool
Being gullible

Tony Ross

Cleverness

Puffin Books

Cunning
Greed
Trickery

Amazon link- UK

Ages

6 to 11

Overview and potential questions
A wolf tells mother hen that he’s going to eat her up and steal all of her
things. Mother Hen says, “Thank you, but before you eat me up, I’m
going to make you some very special stone soup.” The wolf excitedly
agrees. The Mother Hen gets the wolf to do all sorts of jobs around the
house, bribing him each time with a little taste of the steadily
improving soup. By the end, the soup is so delicious that the wolf eats
it all up, leaving him no room to eat the hen.
•
•
•
•
•

Do you have to be clever to trick someone?
Is it sometimes okay to con someone?
Is trickery wrong?
Is being gullible the same as being stupid?
What does it mean to be foolish?
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